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Open is good, but not at any cost



My background and perspective

» Research has been focusing on how open access (OA) 
has been introduced and changed scholarly journal 
publishing.

» Member of the strategy group coordinating open 
science policy development in Finland (2018-2020).

» Member of the strategy group for journal publisher 
negotiations on behalf of the Finnish university 
library consortium (FinElib (2015-2019).

https://doi.org/10.2777/836532

https://doi.org/10.2777/836532


Agenda

1. Why and how is scholarly journal publishing different than any 
other industry?

2. Open access as an extension of the serials crisis

3. A single organisation has many interfaces and interests towards 
the scholarly journal landscape

4. So, what direction to take based on all of this?



Open Access is constantly evolving

Open 
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Technology 
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Laakso (2014)
http://hdl.handle.net/10138/45238

http://hdl.handle.net/10138/45238
http://hdl.handle.net/10138/45238


Focus of this talk

» The focus is primarily on:
» Full OA journals
» Hybrid OA journals/transformative agreements

» This is not to diminish the utility or impact of green 
OA/self archiving in any way, but in the interest of time 
we´ll save that for another day. 
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1. Why and how is scholarly journal 
publishing different than any other 

industry?



Necessary components for understanding
scholarly journal publishing

EconomicBibliometric



The five largest publishers publish around
half of all scholarly journals

Currently
1/5th of these
journals are
Open Access



Large publishers account for an even 
larger share of the costs for libraries

https://eua.eu/resources/publications/889:decrypting-the-big-deal-landscape.html



Market control is not on the buyers’ side

» Still mostly non-transparent pricing and contract terms.

» Each journal (and thus publisher) essentially a monopoly. Both for 
reading and for publishing in.

» Pricing extrapolated from historical spending.
» De-synced international negotiation schedules.

» Content supply disconnected from purchasing decisions.

» Publication outlet rank deeply entangeled in academic merit systems.
» Decoupled buyer and primary end-consumer
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2. Open access as an extension of the 
serials crisis



Open + Money

» The issue of money has been intimately tied to OA from early on, yet there 
is only limited knowledge and experience about how to align the two.

» Price and cost transparency is of benefit to everyone one else other than 
publishers who seek financial gain by not making such information readily 
available.

» We need to gain added perception of cost vs price, thus making 
additional value added by providers more observable.



Open = less expensive?

» So far – definitely no!

» Most of the 15 000+ open access journals active today are free to publish
in, however, the problem is that most articles are published in those that
do carry a fee (an APC).

» There has been a persistent lack of one, or even a few, big and obvious
”models” to bet on substantially. Scarce resources are now spread out too
thin.



OA-focused journal publishers 
also show market aggregation

“The results reveal a fast-rising oligopoly, […..] 
Commercial publishers clearly exercise control over the 
scope of journals and the creation of new titles, according 
to the interests of their companies, which are not 
necessarily the same as those of the scientific community 
or of society in general.”

(Rodrigues, Abadal, de Araújo 2020 https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0233432)



Prices of APC OA journals have increased as journals have 
become indexed and publication volumes have increased 

(Khoo 2019 http://doi.org/10.18352/lq.10280)



How much would Elsevier need to charge for publishing all 
articles OA, assuming recent profit and revenue of the company? 

(Copiello 2020 https://www.mdpi.com/2304-6775/8/1/3)

The results point at APCs that, on average, 
would be around 4173–4482 USD in order to 
preserve the publisher’s profit margin.



What does publishing actually cost? 
In what way does it matter?

”[…] we provide a granular, step-by-step
calculation of the costs associated with
publishing primary research articles, 
from submission, through peer-review, 
to publication, indexing and archiving.”

”The publication costs for a 
representative scholarly article today
come to lie at around US$400.”

(Grossman, Brembs 2021 https://doi.org/10.12688/f1000research.27468.1)
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3. A single organisation has many 
interfaces and interests towards the 

scholarly journal landscape



Researchers

Interrelated interests at many levels within
the same organisation shape demand

Universities

Libraries
Conduct research and get it published
Build collaboration networks
Get positions
Get grants
Teach interesting and successful courses
Have societal impact

Secure funding
Get competitive applicants
Appear attractive in rankings and comparions

*not an exhaustive list

How to best provide cost-efficient support
for all of this, while facilitating Open Access?



Researchers

Universities

Libraries

Intern. Science Policy

National Science Policy

Commercial Publishers

Research Funders

How to best grow Open 
Access by aligning
individual and 
organisational goals and 
actions with science 
policy?



Researchers are in general risk averse
when it comes to merit accumulation

» Short-term employment with a strong ”up-or-out” 
principle guides a lot of decison-making among
researchers.

» (e.g. in Finland 70% of research and teaching staff
is non-permanent).

» Primary focus on estabilished mechanisms and 
criteria for accumulating merit.

» Only after that can one be more adventurous, if there
is any energy or sanity left.

» The decisions, needs, and priorities of 
researchers are balancing between short- and 
long-term (primarily individual) interests. http://www.acatiimi.fi/7_2018/12.php

Researchers

http://www.acatiimi.fi/7_2018/12.php


Aligning and mixing carrots and sticks

Let´s have a look at some of these actors and try to identify 
various types of carrots and sticks at play….



The majority of European institutions
already have an open access policy in place

https://eua.eu/resources/publications/
826:2017-2018-eua-open-access-su

Universities

https://eua.eu/resources/publications/826:2017-2018-eua-open-access-su


A hard fact

» Commercial companies, particularly publicly 
traded, are out to increase profits and seek 
growth.

» That is what makes shareholders happy and the 
leadership of the companies keep their jobs. 

» This growth can come from expanding business into 
new areas, or it can come from increasing market 
share and/or prices in existing segments.

https://www.change.org/p/elsevier-boycott-
elsevier-and-support-affordable-open-
access-scholarly-publishing/sign

Commercial Publishers

https://www.change.org/p/elsevier-boycott-elsevier-and-support-affordable-open-access-scholarly-publishing/sign


Many new startups in scholarly communications
are aquired by commercial publishers

Campfens (2019) https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/a78zj

Commercial Publishers

https://doi.org/10.31219/osf.io/a78zj


…and the general trend concerning
journals seems to continue

https://journaltransfer.issn.org/statistics

Commercial Publishers

https://journaltransfer.issn.org/statistics


Rather than converting journals, big 
publishers are adding OA journals

Commercial Publishers



Plan S 

Obtaining attractive research 
funding (carrot) comes with 
the requirement of fulfilling 
requirements for Open 
Access of results (stick).

Provides incentives for 
journals to create compatible 
ways to publish.

Research Funders



Will forecedd cost transparency 
help competition?

https://www.coalition-s.org/price-and-service-transparency-frameworks/

Research Funders
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4. So, what direction to take based on 
all of this?



Is the only way to “win” not to play ?

https://twitter.com/lesliekwchan/status/1347197705014169601



Researchers



Alignment of reward systems

» Without diversifying academic evaluation and merit systems
change will be needlessly hard.

» It does not look likely that major publishers will initiate wide-
scale ”flipping” of journals to open access, even in cases where
hybrid OA uptake is rising.

Researchers



In what ways can libraries/universities
fund open access publishing?

» Front end funding
(Supporting the system from the front)

» Back end funding
(Supporting the system from the back)

A useful differentiation:

Libraries



The renaissance of university presses



Setting up regional portals is a 
good way to support OA

National Science 
Policy



Encourage and provide funding mechanisms for 
editorial boards to transition to OA journals

It´s ultimately the scholars that 
have the power for enabling change 
but coordinated effort is needed.

Researchers



Consortias are good.
The larger, yet unified in goals, the better

There is potential to further increase
international collaboration

Libraries



Unknown factors for 
competition in the future

» How transformative agreements 
» shape publication preferences for researchers – from subscription lock-in to 
publishing lock-in?

» will influence the potential for libraries to invest in other OA channels

» Is Europe creating an ”OA bubble” that the is hard to scale to be 
truly global?

» If the future is based on APCs, how will equality of participation in 
research be managed?

» How will the growth in preprints shape journal publishing and 
pricing?



Key takeaways

» The transition to open access calls for brave steps forward, not moving 
sideways and thus prolonging this unfavorable state of transition.

» Drive for systematic change, which includes support for substitute 
alternatives to established outlets.

» Commercial subscription-based publishers want to have their cake and 
eat it too, and commercial OA publishers are increasingly expensive to 
publish in.

» Co-ordination is needed to make change happen, funders, universities 
and national consortia should collaborate to push towards the common 
goal of cost-sustainable open access.
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Merci!



Want to know more about this topic?

https://youtu.be/3rmbeWGgrWE

https://youtu.be/3rmbeWGgrWE

